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OUR COLLECTIONS

Setting a table with a My Hygge Home design is an act of creating 

memories, reliving traditions and exploring your own 

creativity at home. Spending a few moments to set the table is proven 

to encourage feelings of belonging that are shared by all. 

It’s our belief that My Hygge Home brings a sense of nostalgia to the 

dining experience, reminding us of times with family and friends. 

We hope to reinvent the simple tradition of setting the table as one 

that’s stylish and true to the hygge philosophy.



IT’S PRONOUNCED HUE-GAH. 
Hygge - it’s the highly coveted principle at the core of Scandinavian design. 

Increasingly, hygge has been the philosophy driving interiors Australia wide. 



These pieces are slip, stain, and heat resistant up to 90 degrees. 

• Placemat size 21.5cm x 29cm 

• Coaster size 10.5 x 10.5cm 

Care

• Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

• Do not immerse in water. 

• Not suitable for dishwasher. 

My Hygge Home evokes the special excitement of unboxing with 

premium packaging options available for placemat and coaster 

collections. 

CORK COLLECTION. 
With the flexibility to mix and match, cork-backed placemats 

and coasters are finished with a serviceable gloss top with 

creative monochromatic designs. 



The only thing missing when the table is 

dressed with Chic Circles is cheese and 

charcuterie boards! This design is everything 

a place setting wishes it could be! 

Look no further for an on trend, unique, and 

modern placemat and coaster design. 

Romantic and feminine, the Sassy Deer 

injects a magical pop of pink. Indulge the 

senses by lighting your favourite scented 

candle and dress the coffee table with a fresh 

arrangement of flowers layered atop a Sassy 

Deer placemat.  

Be charmed by the handsome 

Dapper Dachshund! This playful pooch 

brings a touch of whimsy to any table. 

Your guests will want a set of their own after 

delighting in your enchanting Sunday lunch.  

The monochromatic contrast and organic 

shape of Scandi Adore is elegant in its 

sim plicity and a timeless addition to any 

coffee table. The eye-catching design goes 

hand in hand with your favourite mug, the 

way Netflix and chill goes with a Friday 

night in. 

As the Autumn leaves turn from green to gold 

outside, the Lush Leaf place setting brings 

the changing season into your inviting home. 

This inspired pattern also welcomes the new 

beginnings of Spring with botanical flair. 

Enjoy using Lush Leaf all year round!  

A versatile and stylish pattern, Vogue is the 

cover-worthy design for any luxe dining 

setting! Style with metallic accents for a 

glamorous look, or pare back with natural 

and neutral textures for a rustic-boho vibe. 

Escape into the Swedish hinterlands with 

Fab Fir. Evoking cosy feelings of roasting 

marshmallows on a fireplace, the Fab Fir tree 

will be a favourite for all! Line the table with 

Fab Fir placemats set with mouth-watering 

winter warmer dishes.

Chic and on trend! With a nautical nod, 

the Swiss Cross is a perfect example in 

minimalism. Style with Glam Grid for a mixed 

masculine style. We can’t help but bring out 

a bottle of champagne on ice when these 

placemats and matched coasters are on the 

table. Cheers!

CHIC CIRCLES SASSY DEER

FAB FIR SWISS CROSS

DAPPER DACHSHUND SCANDI ADORE

LUSH LEAF VOGUE TRIANGLES





Delicate to look at, but far from fragile, 

Monochrome Love is the romantic 

counterpart to Aztec Army. Free-spirited 

and versatile, this design shines in boho 

settings layered with canopies of fabric, 

candles and lush florals. 

These breezy palms feel like they’re dancing 

in the summer air! Take style inspo from lush 

colour and build a vibrant setting mingled 

with pastel pinks, stonewashed dove grey, 

strong navy accents and brushed gold. Svelte 

Palm is elegant, calming, and unafraid to 

make a statement.    

Make your mark on family time with the edgy 

United Tribe design. Pair this placemat with 

Soul Legends coaster and Swiss Cross napkin 

for a sharp and stylish setting. 

With United Tribe, it’s all about forging 

quality time together.  

Compliment the two-tone blush and navy 

with speckled terrazzo textures and organic 

stonewashed linen napkins. Flirty, feminine 

and exquisitely sophisticated, Blush Crush 

feels both simple and special. 

A contemporary take on an exotic tribal 

motif, the bold design of Aztec Army 

symbolizes unity and strength. 

This piece sits comfortably amongst trending 

bohemian styles with a masculine edge. 

Urbane Leisure effortlessly inspires relaxation 

with the organic foliage pattern in classic 

monochrome. Accompany this setting with 

the bright, berry notes of Pinot Noir and 

escape into a lazy afternoon. 

Coastal cues are the perfect backdrop for the 

tropical Fern Fair. Hamptons, nautical, and St 

Barts are the dreamy trends that share in Fern 

Fair’s cheeky vacation vibe. Add touches of 

citrus to enhance the tropical tone. 

MONOCHROME LOVE

URBANE LEISURE FERN FAIR

SVELTE PALM UNITED TRIBE

BLUSH CRUSH AZTEC ARMY

Cosy, quirky and filled with joy! Bring out 

your inner hyggeist and fall in love with the 

country charm of Suave Sheep. 

Sitting around the table and sharing a meal 

creates blissful moments of pure comfort. 

SUAVE SHEEP



The sleek and debonair counterpart to Sassy 

Deer adds a moodier layer to the dining ta-

ble.  Add to your hygge collection by mixing 

and matching collections, or style Deer Noir 

with simple tonal plates in whites, greys and 

charcoal. 

A classic equine silhouette has Horse Hero 

trotting straight to the top of our favourites 

list! A summer table setting with Horse Hero 

brings energy and communication to the 

table. In winter, feel the cosy hygge vibes as 

the warmth and kindness of the horse flows 

freely.    

Meet our cheeky version of Tic-Tac-Toe - 

Hugs & Kisses! This design is all about the 

love we share for our families and friends. 

The perfect design for parties, get togethers 

or surprise visits. Layer the table with Swiss 

Cross or Circles Confidant 100% French 

linen napkins.   

Bounding about with abundant joy, our 

Curious Hares are sweet and sometimes 

mischievous! Evoking hygge feelings of fresh 

pine forests and nutty Easter chocolates. Style 

with Smitten Triangle napkins for a playfully 

patterned setting. 

Share the love! Heart Harmony is honest and 

kind. This cheerful design is bursting with 

positivity, sure to brighten any day. Heart 

Harmony is timeless and suits any interior 

style. 

The understated structured lines of Glam 

Grid 100% French linen napkins have been 

reimagined as the ultra chic Glam Grid 

Deluxe cork placemat. Style both together for 

elegant simplicity or go bold with Swiss Cross 

napkins in black. The Grid Glam Deluxe 

placemat is minimal, polished and timeless.  

Spark joy with Heart Flutter. This playful 

pattern is a reminder that sweet hygge values 

of affection and bliss are felt in the small mo-

ments.  Heart Flutter has a fun party vibe that 

works amazingly with dessert tables, picnics 

and celebrations. 

DEER NOIR

GLAM GRID DELUXE HEART FLUTTER

HORSE HERO HUGS AND KISSES

CURIOUS HARE HEART HARMONY

Make every shared meal a memorable one 

with the Snoozy Sheep. This gentle woolly 

crew represent everything comfy about hygge 

design. Go rustic with natural timbers, and 

layer Scandi inspiration with fresh white and 

cosy fabrics. 

SNOOZY SHEEP



Imagine soaking up summer all year long! 

Hue Bliss gives serious European holiday 

vibes, transporting the soft sands of Santorini 

right to your door. Keep things relaxed with a 

casual outdoor setting filled with hygge 

moments. Think festoons, Sangria and 

friends.  

Streamlined, urban and industrial with a 

twist. The modern pattern of Soul Legends 

is inspired by the feeling of ‘being home’. 

A unique contrast in colour encourages the 

celebration of individuality.    

This chic hound sparkles with charisma! 

The sister to Dapper Dachshund brings 

confidence and spunk to the table. An easy 

party-time favourite, mix the Dachshund 

sets together and keep the styling elements 

monochrome for a bold, punchy look. 

HUE BLISS

DACHSHUND PANACHE

SOUL LEGENDS



“My Hygge Home offer fresh, contemporary products to spoil oneself or as 

a premium gift for friends and families of which you can feel proud.”

–  JOSS DALY 



PRESENTATION MATTERS. 

Customers can select from 2 gift box designs preserving both 

the longevity of the quality products, and the joy that 

accompanies the reveal. 

YOUR CHOICE. 
All designs come beautifully gift packed. 

Premium white gift box or our beautiful black deluxe gift 

drawer for those extra special gift selections.



Our dream is simple. We recognise the lasting value of creating happy 

and meaningful experiences at home. It’s about experiencing these cosy and 

blissful moments that is the definition of hygge.

–  HYGGE 



The only thing missing when the table is 

dressed with Chic Circles is cheese and 

charcuterie boards! This design is everything 

a place setting wishes it could be! 

Look no further for an on trend, unique, and 

modern placemat and coaster design. 

Romantic and feminine, the Sassy Deer 

injects a magical pop of pink. Indulge the 

senses by lighting your favourite scented 

candle and dress the coffee table with a fresh 

arrangement of flowers layered atop a 

Sassy Deer placemat.  

Be charmed by the handsome 

Dapper Dachshund! This playful pooch 

brings a touch of whimsy to any table. 

Your guests will want a set of their own after 

delighting in your enchanting Sunday lunch.  

The monochromatic contrast and organic 

shape of Scandi Adore is elegant in its 

sim plicity and a timeless addition to any 

coffee table. The eye-catching design goes 

hand in hand with your favourite mug, 

the way Netflix and chill goes with a Friday 

night in.  

As the Autumn leaves turn from green to gold 

outside, the Lush Leaf place setting brings 

the changing season into your inviting home. 

This inspired pattern also welcomes the new 

beginnings of Spring with botanical flair. 

Enjoy using Lush Leaf all year round!  

A versatile and stylish pattern, Vogue is the 

cover-worthy design for any luxe dining 

setting! Style with metallic accents for a 

glamorous look, or pare back with natural 

and neutral textures for a rustic-boho vibe. 

Escape into the Swedish hinterlands with 

Fab Fir. Evoking cosy feelings of roasting 

marshmallows on a fireplace, the Fab Fir tree 

will be a favourite for all! Line the table with 

Fab Fir placemats set with mouth-watering 

winter warmer dishes.

Chic and on trend! With a nautical nod, 

the Swiss Cross is a perfect example in 

minimalism. Style with Glam Grid for a mixed 

masculine style. We can’t help but bring out 

a bottle of champagne on ice when these 

placemats and matched coasters are on the 

table. Cheers!

CHIC CIRCLES SASSY DEER

FAB FIR SWISS CROSS

DAPPER DACHSHUND SCANDI ADORE

LUSH LEAF VOGUE TRIANGLES





Compliment the two-tone blush and navy 

with speckled terrazzo textures and organic 

stonewashed linen napkins. Flirty, feminine 

and exquisitely sophisticated, Blush Crush 

feels both simple and special.  

Cosy, quirky and filled with joy! Bring out 

your inner hyggeist and fall in love with the 

country charm of Suave Sheep. 

Sitting around the table and sharing a meal 

creates blissful moments of pure comfort.  

Coastal cues are the perfect backdrop for the 

tropical Fern Fair. Hamptons, nautical, and St 

Barts are the dreamy trends that share in Fern 

Fair’s cheeky vacation vibe. Add touches of 

citrus to enhance the tropical tone.  

Make your mark on family time with the edgy 

United Tribe design. Pair this placemat with 

Soul Legends coaster and Swiss Cross napkin 

for a sharp and stylish setting. 

With United Tribe, it’s all about forging 

quality time together.  

A contemporary take on an exotic tribal 

motif, the bold design of Aztec Army 

symbolizes unity and strength. 

This piece sits comfortably amongst trending 

bohemian styles with a masculine edge. 

This chic hound sparkles with charisma! 

The sister to Dapper Dachshund brings 

confidence and spunk to the table. An easy 

party-time favourite, mix the Dachshund 

sets together and keep the styling elements 

monochrome for a bold, punchy look. 

Streamlined, urban and industrial with a 

twist. The modern pattern of Soul Legends 

is inspired by the feeling of ‘being home’. 

A unique contrast in colour encourages the 

celebration of individuality.    

Delicate to look at, but far from fragile, 

Monochrome Love is the romantic 

counterpart to Aztec Army. Free-spirited 

and versatile, this design shines in boho 

settings layered with canopies of fabric, 

candles and lush florals. 

BLUSH CRUSH SUAVE SHEEP

SOUL LEGENDS MONOCHROME LOVE

FERN FAIR UNITED TRIBE

AZTEC ARMY DACHSHUND PANACHE



The sleek and debonair counterpart to Sassy 

Deer adds a moodier layer to the dining ta-

ble.  Add to your hygge collection by mixing 

and matching collections, or style Deer Noir 

with simple tonal plates in whites, greys and 

charcoal. 

A classic equine silhouette has Horse Hero 

trotting straight to the top of our favourites 

list! A summer table setting with Horse Hero 

brings energy and communication to the 

table. In winter, feel the cosy hygge vibes as 

the warmth and kindness of the horse flows 

freely.    

Meet our cheeky version of Tic-Tac-Toe - 

Hugs & Kisses! This design is all about the 

love we share for our families and friends. 

The perfect design for parties, get togethers 

or surprise visits. Layer the table with Swiss 

Cross or Circles Confidant 100% French 

linen napkins.   

Bounding about with abundant joy, our 

Curious Hares are sweet and sometimes 

mischievous! Evoking hygge feelings of fresh 

pine forests and nutty Easter chocolates. Style 

with Smitten Triangle napkins for a playfully 

patterned setting. 

Share the love! Heart Harmony is honest and 

kind. This cheerful design is bursting with 

positivity, sure to brighten any day. Heart 

Harmony is timeless and suits any interior 

style. 

The understated structured lines of Glam 

Grid 100% French linen napkins have been 

reimagined as the ultra chic Glam Grid 

Deluxe cork placemat. Style both together for 

elegant simplicity or go bold with Swiss Cross 

napkins in black. The Grid Glam Deluxe 

placemat is minimal, polished and timeless.  

Spark joy with Heart Flutter. This playful 

pattern is a reminder that sweet hygge values 

of affection and bliss are felt in the small mo-

ments.  Heart Flutter has a fun party vibe that 

works amazingly with dessert tables, picnics 

and celebrations. 

DEER NOIR

GLAM GRID DELUXE HEART FLUTTER

HORSE HERO HUGS AND KISSES

CURIOUS HARE HEART HARMONY

Make every shared meal a memorable one 

with the Snoozy Sheep. This gentle woolly 

crew represent everything comfy about hygge 

design. Go rustic with natural timbers, and 

layer Scandi inspiration with fresh white and 

cosy fabrics. 

SNOOZY SHEEP



Imagine soaking up summer all year long! 

Hue Bliss gives serious European holiday 

vibes, transporting the soft sands of Santorini 

right to your door. Keep things relaxed with a 

casual outdoor setting filled with hygge 

moments. Think festoons, Sangria and 

friends.  

These breezy palms feel like they’re dancing 

in the summer air! Take style inspo from lush 

colour and build a vibrant setting mingled 

with pastel pinks, stonewashed dove grey, 

strong navy accents and brushed gold. Svelte 

Palm is elegant, calming, and unafraid to 

make a statement.   

Urbane Leisure effortlessly inspires relaxation 

with the organic foliage pattern in classic 

monochrome. Accompany this setting with 

the bright, berry notes of Pinot Noir and 

escape into a lazy afternoon. 

Be charmed by the handsome Dapper 

Dachshund! This playful pooch brings a 

touch of whimsy to any table. Your guests 

will want a set of their own after delighting in 

your enchanting Sunday lunch.  

HUE BLISS

DAPPER DACHSHUND

SVELTE PALM

URBANE LEISURE



That cosy feeling of contentment which can be attributed to so many basic 

pleasures is where hygge exists. It’s not physical, but more of a sentiment 

rooted in happiness.

-HYGGE



PRESENTATION MATTERS. 
Customers can select from 2 gift box designs preserving both 

the longevity of the quality products, and the joy that 

accompanies the reveal. 

YOUR CHOICE. 
All designs come beautifully gift packed. 

Premium white gift box or our beautiful black deluxe gift 

drawer for those extra special gift selections.



We package these with simple rustic twine keeping a minimal 

approach that is display and gift worthy. 

• Size 45cm x 45cm 

• 100% French Stonewashed Linen 

• Designed in Australia 

Care

• Warm gentle machine wash with mild detergent. 

• Warm iron on reverse side.

• Do not tumble dry, bleach or dry clean. 

NAPKIN COLLECTION. 
Napkins are sold in sets of 4. 

We work with 100% pure linen imported from France. 

Our napkins have been stonewashed for the softest texture. 



What is it about best friends that make them 

so special? Loyalty, unconditional love and 

someone who shares that same weird sense 

of humour as you definitely make the list. 

Circles Confidant is the bubbly design for 

sharing in best friend moments like wiping 

your eyes from too much cry-laughing. 

Sassy Deer is an iconic design in the My 

Hygge Home brand. A striking silhouette in 

classic monochromatic finish is both 

enchanting and totally on trend! Style the 

complete setting with Sassy Deer premium 

cork-backed placemat and coaster. 

This design is also available in pink.  

Strong grid lines keep the humble napkin 

looking simple, but far from drab! Classic 

and elegant, Glam Grid is every inch the 

desirable design for the entertainer. 

Layer with on-trend metallic cutlery for an 

extra-luxe look. 

Delight the vibrant women in your life with 

Sassy Deer in pink. This design is the perfect 

special occasion styling companion. Mother’s 

Day, Baby Showers, parties and celebrations 

all need Sassy Deer in romantic pink. 

This design is also available in black. 

Celestial in name and nature, you’ll be 

dazzled by Swedish Stars. All that’s missing 

is the festive pop of a champagne cork to 

get this party started! Cheers to friends and 

lovers, family and others! Swedish Stars looks 

heavenly paired with moody hues and a 

rustic table landscape. 

Elevate the table setting by styling Swiss 

Cross with a simple metallic napkin ring, 

to take the look from simple to swanky. 

Go bold, matching the napkin set with Swiss 

Cross cork-backed placemat. 

This design is also available in black. 

A decadent dessert table and the ultimate 

throwback playlist is the perfect party match 

for Smitten Triangles. Cake in one hand, 

polaroid camera in the other. Today is all 

about making memories. 

Elevate the table setting by styling Swiss 

Cross with a simple metallic napkin ring, 

to take the look from simple to swanky. 

Go bold, matching the napkin set with Swiss 

Cross cork-backed placemat. 

This design is also available in pink. 

CIRCLES CONFIDANT SASSY DEER

SMITTEN TRIANGLES SWISS CROSS

GLAM GRID SASSY DEER

SWEDISH STARS SWISS CROSS



PRESENTATION MATTERS. 
We package our napkins with simple rustic twine 

keeping a minimal approach that is display and gift worthy.

We’re so grateful for your interest in our premium cork-backed 
placemats and coasters, and our French stonewashed linen napkins! 
This is the beginning of something special.

We welcome your wholesale application to partner with us as a My Hygge 
Home stockist. It’s important to us that our partners share our vision for 
affordable home luxuries, so we may have a few questions that can be 
easily answered via email or over the phone. 

Visit us at www.myhyggehome.com.au 

BECOME A STOCKIST. 



Launched in 2018, My Hygge Home 

specialises in high-quality cork-backed placemats 

and coasters, and French stonewashed linen 

napkin designs with a touch of minimalism. 

Each piece is thoughtfully designed in Australia 

by homewares creative and brand 

Director Jocelyn Daly. 

Founded in a moment of inspiration,  

Joss transformed her disappointment at lacklustre 

and tired designs into a stylish opportunity! 

Joss has carefully curated an edition of premium 

pieces that bring a layer of affordable luxury to 

the home. Her restrained use of shape paired 

with a monochromatic palette, results in sweet 

Scandi inspired motifs. 

Designed for every table, these collections pair 

practicality and function with effortless style. 


